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1. Introduction of esports
1.1 Definition and framework
Esports (electronic sports) is “a form of sports where
the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated
by electronic systems; the input of players and
teams as well as the output of the esports system
are mediated by human-computer interfaces.” In
more practical terms, esports commonly refer to
competitive (pro and amateur) video gaming that
is often coordinated by different leagues, ladders,
and tournaments, and where professional players
customarily belong to teams or other “sporting”
organizations sponsored by various business
organizations (Hamari, J., & Sjöblom, M., 2017). 1
However, not every video game belongs to the
domain of esports. As a way to classify the different
existing games and identify those eligible for
esports, a list of criteria is developed. Please note
that this is not an exhaustive list (Johan Cruyff
Institute, 2020):
	Competitiveness
	Skill and strategy
	Great community
Players
Audience

1 Esports should not be confused
with physical virtual sports.
“Physical virtual sports” is not
another name for esports, but
instead, traditional physical
sports leveraging technology,
which enables the ability to play
them virtually (Roache, 2020).
In the rest of the document,
we focus on esports, or when
otherwise mentioned.

The first main requirement for a game to be part
of the esports domain is competitiveness; direct
confrontation with other players and the possibility
of winning/losing the game, which creates a
self-fulfilling prophecy purpose. Competition
is supporting the game itself to last longer. For
example, FIFA falls under the definition of esports
whereas Candy Crush does not due to the lack of
direct confrontation with competitors. There exist
different formats of competition: 1-1, team mode,
all-1 …   Furthermore, skills and strategy are also
an important element as they are very important
factors for achieving victory. In addition, a video
game also benefits from the existence of a great
community formed by the players as this can be
the turning point to transform a regular video
game into esports, even when it’s not intended
like for example ‘Hearthstone’. The size of the
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community determines the reach of the game and
in turn the potential in esports. Finally, and the
most straightforward criterium is the presence of
professional players, and not just amateurs. These
professionals fulfill example roles for others which
in turn creates an audience of supporters.
In general, in order to group the majority of the
existing esports games the following categorization
is mostly applied (we only focus on the most
prominent categories) (Kayzr, 2021):
1. S ports games: Games such as FIFA, NBA2K, or
Football Manager, are modeled after real-life
sports. Many owners of traditional sports teams
use sports games to engage with digital natives.
2.	
First-person shooter (FPS): These are games
such as Counter-Strike, Call of Duty, and
Overwatch. They are focused on gun and
weapon-based combat in a first-person
perspective.
3.	
Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA):
The most popular MOBA’s include league of
Legends and Dota. In these games, two or more
players or teams compete against each other in
an arena while playing.
4.	
Battle royal: Battle royal games include Fortnite,
Warzone, and Fall Guys. These games combine
exploration with scavenging for survival.
5.	
Fighter games: In fighter games like Tekken,
Street Fighter, and Mortal Kombat, players
compete in one-on-one fighting matches.
6.	
Real-time strategy (RTS): These games are a
sub-genre of strategy video games in which the
game does not progress incrementally in turns.
They allow for all players to simultaneously
play the game in ‘real-time’. Real-time strategy
includes StarCraft and Supreme Commander.

7.	
Racing games: These are games such as Mario
Kart and Forza. Racing games are a video
game genre in which the player participates
in a racing competition. They may be based
on anything from real-world racing leagues to
fantasy settings.
8.	
Digital collectible card games (CCG): These
games, also called a trading card game (TCG),
are a type of card game that mixes strategic
deck building elements with features of trading
cards. An example is Hearthstone.

Furthermore, esports are largely social-mediabased. Almost everything takes place in a digital
environment, except for some face-to-face events
that even can result in a fully occupied arena. Even
though everyone is connected online all the time, it
is thanks to those live events that opportunities are
created to meet and get in touch with other people.
These events are the live opportunities to join the
community.

1.2 Legal framework
Unlike traditional sports, there is no fixed
international regulative framework from special
dedicated institutions in place. If guidelines already
exist, they are developed ad hoc by the relevant
stakeholders for example publishers, tournament
organizers etc. Furthermore, it depends on the
model of each game and competition. For example,
Riot Games publishes every year its rules for each
of the competitions and disciplinary rules such
as misconducts. Another example is LVP (Liga de
Videojuegos Profesional) that has its own rules for
each of its competitions, always in communication
with the publishers such as Blizzard, Valve or Riot
Games.

South Korea and the United States are two
countries that have some regulations in place
concerning esports. For example, KeSPA (Korean
esports Association) is a branch found inside the
Ministry of Culture and Sports of South Korea that
have helped to legitimize esports in the country.
The United States provide the P1-A Visa for esports
players which is the same as the one for Olympic
athletes. (Johan Cruyff Institute, 2020).
In sum, there are still many things to sort out
regarding the legal framework of esports on a global
level, but certainly also in Belgium. But first, several
steps need to be taken regarding the regulation of
digital content in general before turning to esports.
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1.3 The potential (growth) of esports
During recent years, esports have become one
of the most rapidly growing forms of new media
worldwide, driven by the growing provenance
of (online) games and online broadcasting
technologies. 496 million people worldwide
(272 million occasional viewers and 223 million
enthusiasts) watched some form of esports during
2020. That counts for almost half a billion esports
followers. Newzoo predicts that the total global
audience will increase to 646 million by 2023
(growth rate of 10.4%). In Europe, the esports
audience grew from being 79 million in 2018, to
86 million in 2019 and 92 million in 2020 (Newzoo,
2021).
Furthermore, esports are also gradually becoming
part of major international sporting events. For
example, the Asian Games in 2018 in Jakarta
included six esports games as a try-out and
demonstration of the recent developments within
the sports industry, which led to the official
approval of participation in the Asian Games in 2022
in Hangzhou by the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA).

Esports will be part of the area of ‘intellectual titles’
alongside chess and will feature six esports titles.
In addition, the IOC also made recent decisions
regarding the creation of a stand-alone event built
upon the new virtual developments in the sports
industry. The inauguration of the Olympic Virtual
Series (OVS) took place on the 22nd of April 2021, as
the first-ever Olympic-licensed event for physical
virtual sports and esports. The new Olympic Virtual
Series, taking place from May 13th till June 23rd, 2021,
aim to mobilize physical virtual sports, esports, and
gaming enthusiasts all around the world as well as
to further encourage the development of physical
and non-physical forms of sports. The IOC will
partner with five International Sports Federations
and game publishers to produce the OVS: cycling
and rowing (two physical virtual sports) and also
baseball, sailing and motor sport (three esports
games).

1.4 Why is investing interesting?
Esports is not only about competition, also the
business related to it covers a large part. Being an
entire new industry gives existence to new business
opportunities for companies, e.g. a new brand
creation, the possibility to target new clients and
audience that are otherwise difficult to reach. The
industry continuously grows in terms of players,
video games, involved stakeholders, etc. enlarging
its potential every year.
Through esports brands are able to connect with
one of the hardest-to-reach audiences out there:
digital natives. They are an interesting target group
because they are socially engaged, tech-savvy,
highly educated, loyal to brands and are often
early adopters when it comes to new technology.
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Furthermore, this generation both Millennials
(1981-1996) and Generation Z (1996+) will soon make
up the primary workforce and therefore contribute
to the largest part of the economy. However, new
audiences often mean new challenges. Digital
natives are less engaged in traditional media
and are also less susceptible to ads. Research
from Adshot indicates that around 75% of digital
natives use Ad Blockers. They do not like disruptive
advertising, need to experience an authentic
engagement, prefer two-way communication and
want a personalized experience.
Nevertheless, marketing built upon the fastestgrowing segment of entertainment, esports and
gaming, makes it possible to connect with this

audience. Below we present some figures that
show the importance of this upcoming industry:
44% of the global online population is aware of
the existence of esports
In 2020 more than 1116 billion minutes of
esports content were captured. In the first
quarter of 2021 viewers have already spent 6.3
billion hours watching Twitch streams, which is
almost double compared to 2020.
Esports became a billion-dollar industry and
total revenues are expected to exceed 1.5 billion
dollars by 2023
The esports audience reached a total of 495
million viewers in 2020 and the audience is
expected to annually grow with +10.4% by
2023. Worldwide 1.2 billion people watch
gaming content. (Kazyr, 2021)
In addition, the future of implementing esports
technology on the smartphone is looking
very promising, thanks to strong audiovisual
functionalities on mobile phones. The esports
audience uses their mobile phone not only to play

but also for other esports content, such as, among
others, watching the livestream of competitions,
sharing tips and tricks among each other about a
game, staying updated about upcoming events.
Many and diversified people can be reached as the
accessibility to mobile phones has only enlarged
during the last decennia. We are of the believe
that a mobile phone will be the leading platform
for esports in the future. Not only the number of
publishers focusing more and more on mobile
gaming is increasing also mobile companies are
launching gaming-oriented devices such as the
Razer Phone and Xiaomi on a more frequent basis.
Even though esports can be defined as a very
promising industry, when willing to enter the
industry, one should be aware of the fact that there
is still no fixed global legal framework in place,
meaning that every country sets out the rules of the
game. Due diligence is key (Johan Cruyff Institute,
2020; Newzoo, 2021).

1.5 Impact of COVID-19 pandemic
All the information below is based on the
document “Let’s Play! 2020 – The European esports
market” created by Deloitte that worked in close
collaboration with the Interactive Software
Federation of Europe (ISFE) and the German Games
Industry Association (GAME).
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the entire
world. While it appears that the esports sector was
able to cope better with the crisis than other more
traditional industries, cfr. the esports audience’s
involvement increased after the COVID-19
outbreak, critical reflection is necessary.
The business related to the esports sector that has
been most severely affected due to the COVID-19
restrictions is the event sector. Physical events, that
often attract a large audience were postponed,

cancelled, or changed to online-only formats,
causing large losses in revenue from ticket sales
and advertisement. Most league and competitions
continued in a purely online format. To remain
attractive for sponsors, esports teams need(ed) to
search for new opportunities and solutions in order
to continue reaching the target group. However,
after investigation, in general, the in- and decrease
of strategic partners among the teams leveled each
other out i.e., the online-only format did not cause
a significant change.
Furthermore, both traditional TV broadcasters and
internet platforms benefitted from membership
growth in viewers, which gave them the leeway to
experiment regarding incorporating esports into
their program to reach new consumer groups.
The outcome of these experiments results today
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in new digital concepts for events created by
traditional sports organizations in collaboration
with broadcasters and esports organizations. These
new digital concepts have lowered the entry barrier
to the area of the esports universe.
In general, it can be stated that the end balance of
the COVID-19 pandemic impact is even positive, i.e.,
revenue creation of stakeholders in the industry
would probably not have been lower under
normal circumstances. Added value for fans and
participants as well as other stakeholders in the
ecosystem have continued during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Below we present some interesting figures:
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NOTE: Only respondents who consumed esports at least
once before the restrictions were considered.
24% of consumers report a decrease in
willingness to spend money
53% of consumers experienced no change
23% of consumers report an increase in
willingness to spend money
	Change of esports consumption on TV since
the introduction of COVID-19 restrictions in
Belgium
4% of consumers report a decrease in
consumption on TV
76% of consumers experienced no change
20% of consumers report an increase in
consumption on TV

	Change of esports consumption since the
introduction of COVID-19 restrictions among
consumers in Belgium
6% of consumers report a decrease in
esports consumption
70% of consumers experienced no change
24% of consumers report an increase in
esports consumption

	Change of esports consumption on the
internet since the introduction of COVID-19
restrictions in Belgium
4% of consumers report a decrease in
consumption on the internet
74% of consumers experienced no change
22% of consumers report an increase in
consumption on the internet

	Change in willingness to spend money on
esports since the introduction of COVID-19
restrictions in Belgium

9 % of the total esports audience today are
people who started watching esports after
the introduction of COVID-19 restrictions in
Belgium

2. The esports federations in Belgium
2.1 Belgian Esports Federation
ABOUT BESF
The Belgian Esports Federation (BESF) was founded
in 2005 and is a non-profit organization. With the
current growth rate of esports, they reformed the
federation on a national level in 2020. The result
is a platform for all esports initiatives in Belgium
that provides a national plan allowing players,
promoters & publishers to grow in a fair and
economically thriving environment.
On January 6, 2020, the BESF filed their act of
incorporation in the Belgian Official State Gazette.
The three founding members are:
Jelle Ketelbuters (president)
Samy Bessi (vice-president)
Damien Rapoye (vice-president)
The purpose and mission statement of the
association is the management, organization,
encouragement and control of the development
and practices of esports in Belgium in all its aspects:
Promoting esports in general

 rganizing competitions, as well as all
O
competitions at the national level
	Enforcing and applying the rules of the various
esports games in the way they are established
internationally and nationally
Maintaining a good relationship with IESF,
WESCO, EEF, BOIC, IOC and the regional
associations VESF and WalBru Esport
	
Ensuring respect for honor, fair play, and
discipline
Acting as the official representative
Providing information and giving advice
Providing support and cooperation
ORGANIZATION CHART
The Belgian Esports Federation (BESF) is the
national federation in Belgium for esports. As
similar to traditional sports there are two regional
federations in addition to the national federation,
this is also the case for esports. VESF is the Flemish
federation and WalBru Esport represents the
Walloon and Brussels federation. Both federations
are members of the BESF.

BESF

BELGIAN ESPORT FEDERATION
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

PRESIDENT
JELLE KETELBUTERS

© BESF

VICE PRESIDENT
SAMY BESSI

VICE PRESIDENT
DAMIEN RAPOYE

WalBru Esport
Regional Board

VESF
Regional Board

Regional Governance
Commitee

Regional Governance
Commitee

Regional Governance
Commitee

Regional Governance
Commitee

Team
Commitee

Team
Commitee

Player
Commitee

Player
Commitee

NATIONAL
BOARDS OF
DIRECTORS*

LEGAL COUNSIL*

*Pending approval
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2.2 Flemish Esports Federation
ABOUT VESF
The Flemish Esports Federation (VESF) was founded
in 2020 and is a non-profit organization. On August
14, 2020, the VESF filed their act of incorporation in
the Belgian Official State Gazette. The five founding
members are:
Alexander Dumon (president)
Michel Maus (vice-president)
Jonathan Himpe (secretary)
Karl Dhont (treasurer)
Marlon Gilbert-Roberts (international relations
officer)
The mission statement of the association is to
promote and encourage the practice of esports,
both in terms of competition and recreation, in
Flanders:

 romoting esports in general
P
	
Establishing and organizing events, sport
meetings, contests, and competitions
	Creating and maintaining of esports centers,
bars, restaurants, venues ...
Creating of (online) magazines and journals
	Establishing and enforcing the rules of the
game
Monitoring compliance with fair play, antidoping rules and discipline in general
	Selecting, training, and assembling teams for
national and international competitions
Maintaining a good relationship, supporting
and cooperating with organizations that pursue
a similar interest
Maintaining a good relationship with the
competent authorities concerning esports

2.3 Wallonia-Brussels Esports Association
ABOUT WALBRU ESPORT
The Wallonia-Brussels Esports Association (Walbru
Esport) was founded in 2019 and is a non-profit
organization. The association’s social objective is to
represent its members, to structure the ecosystem,
to professionalize the esports scene, to legitimize
the practice of esports, to create recognized
structures and to be the moderator between the
public authorities and the representatives of
organizations with public and private interests. It
tries to promote and convey the following values:
collaboration between all professional and
amateur players in the esports sector
	respecting diversity
	aiming at inclusion and in a spirit of openness
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On October 16, 2019, the Walbru Esport filed their
act of incorporation in the Belgian Official State
Gazette. The five founding members are:
Nicolas Hulsmans
	Gilles Tinant
	Samy Bessi
Jean Gréban de Saint Germain
	Loïc Fouriau
The mission statement of the association is to
promote and encourage the practice of esports,
both in terms of competition and recreation, in
Wallonia and the Brussels Region:
	
Creating tools for training, popularization,
education, communication, analysis
	Creating best practices and promoting them via
charters, labels, certifications ...

 reating an association whose governance
C
is intended to be transparent, efficient, and
participatory by bringing together as many
players as possible
	
Giving the players visibility, creating
opportunities and synergies in their respective
activities
	Developing an action plan and memorandum
to be submitted to all political parties
Managing a good relationship with publishers
and owners of intellectual property rights
related to games to inform and defend the
interests of the members
	Representing the members and their interests
at national level
MEMBERS
The association has the following members
(available information of 2019):
T he ULB eSport Association (AES-ULB)
The AES-ULB, supported and recognized as an
official association by the university, introduces
esports to the university community and to a wider
public through activities and actions.
Activit-E
Activit-E is a non-profit organization that organizes
courses and training in the area of esports through
its “Activ Academy”.

E -contest
E-contest organizes tournaments, both classical
tournaments and tournaments between schools to
promote esports among students.
European Gaming Organization (EGO)
The esports organization located in Belgium hosts
esports tournaments online and offline.
	Esport Hub
Esport Hub focuses on matchmaking between
players, teams, organizers, and sponsors.
	Yes We Lan
Yes We Lan is the first esports tournament
organized in Louvain.
Netgen esports
The mission of Netgen esports is to promote video
games and their competitions. They organize
esports events, manage the biggest Belgian
players in the video game industry, produce
content through the writing of articles and provide
computer equipment and network access.
	Belgian Radio and Television of the French
Community (RTBF)
RTFB is the French-speaking public broadcaster,
and thus the counterpart of the Dutch-speaking
VRT and the German-speaking BRF in Belgium.

2.4 Federations vs. private initiatives in Belgium
In the previous sections, the three existing esports
federations in Belgium are described. However,
compared to private initiatives from the business
world and academic institutions, these federations
are lagging behind. Existing businesses developed
around esports in Belgium can certainly compete
on a global level. Therefore, at present, no
partnerships between private initiatives and one of
the three federations can be identified.
A recent development in the Belgian esports
world is the emergence of the esports academy

of the football association RBFA. This academy is
one of the main pillars of their esports strategy in
general. As the RBFA is the largest national sports
association in Belgium, they found it their task to
take a leading role in the development of esports in
Belgium.
However, the RBFA decided to only focus on the
development of esports within the field of football
with games such as FIFA. Other games such as
Fortnite, League of Legends ... are not part of
their strategy. Furthermore, next to the sporting
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successes with the Red Devils, RBFA created the
ambition to also attain sporting successes at
international esports tournaments where the
players represent their country. To support this
ambition, the RBFA founded the esports academy
in 2021. Through the academy programs are
offered that give everyone who is not professional
the chance to grow and potentially become an
elite athlete. In light of this, the RBFA has already
organized some tournaments to spot talent and
will continue to do so in the future.
In addition, the RBFA also has a physical esports
room which is located in the Proximus Basecamp in
Tubize2, as they strongly believe in the importance
of physical meetings. In 2021, the accommodation

will consist of a game room and a physical seminar
room with a big screen for 200 people. This
equipment is needed in order to develop esports
content as content is an important aspect of esports.
Another interesting Belgian initiative is
Wallifornia. Wallifornia, based in Liège (Belgium)
is an innovation hub where start-ups, professionals
and investors with an interest and focus on
entertainment and technology meet. The hub is
active in four sectors in particular: music, sports,
esports and gaming. The general objective is to
bring parties together to create structural growth
collaborations. The organization is built on three
pillars: investing, venturing and connecting.

2.5 International federations
	IESF – International Esports Federation
The International Esports Federation continually
works on the promotion of esports as a true sport
beyond barriers. They provide support to their
members and guidelines to establish national
esports associations across the world. They
create regulations and rules in collaboration
with all stakeholders involved to create a fair and
competitive space for esports. They also educate
more qualified referees, managers, and other
professionals through their International Esports
Academy. Finally, they host the Esports World
Championship.
Belgium is one of the founding members of IESF.
	WESCO – World Esports Consortium
The World Esports Consortium is an international
non-profit organization based in Brazil. Its
objective is to constantly improve the esports
scene and promote it on a global scale, particularly
through youth and development programs. They
also give individual support to existing national
federations, publishers, developers, organizations,
stakeholders and esports related companies and
event organizers, broadcasting and streaming
companies.
WESCO was founded by China, The Netherlands,
Australia and Brazil.
2 The RBFA has a partnership
with Proximus.
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	EEF – European Esports Federation
The European Esports Federation (EEF) was founded
in February 2020 in the European Parliament as
the umbrella federation for 23 national esports
organizations and 3 important stakeholders in the
esports ecosystem and beyond. The goal of the EEF
is to represent esports players and organizations
in European politics, media, sports, and society, as
well as to build a platform for its members and the
esports movement to develop and promote esports
as a conscious, responsible, sustainable, inclusive,
healthy, and value-based activity.
Belgium is one of the founding members of EEF
and member of the advisory committee of Esports
Europe.
	GEF – Global Esports Federation
The Global Esports Federation seeks to establish
and increase the level of credibility, legitimacy,
and prestige around esports. They are working on
a platform including all the stakeholders involved
in the esports industry to help shape the general
GEF mission and in turn maximize the potential
for esports and its participants. By combining
knowledge and experiences of the industry with the
traditions and values of sports and the principles of
utilizing technology in general, maximization of
the potential in esports can be reached.
Belgium is one of the founding members of GEF.

3. Esports ecosystem
This chapter provides an overview of the esports
ecosystem in general and for Belgium in particular.
We start by listing the different stakeholders
involved in the esports industry and will afterwards
take a look at the Belgium situation.

There esports stakeholders are numerous and
each of them has a unique part to play, making
the esports scene varied and complex. The
infographic of Newzoo below provides a general
presentation of the esports ecosystem, visualizing
the relationships between all the stakeholders.

© Copyright Newzoo 2021 I
Source: Newzoo’s Global & Live
Straming Market Report
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3.1 Different categories of stakeholders
Below you can find a list of the various stakeholders
in the esports ecosystem:
Developers
The developers create the video game and are
responsible for the general game’s storyline and
functionalities, i.e., from concept creation to
finishing touches on the gameplay. Every game
developer has their own style and approach,
which may be influenced by the size and specialty
of the organization they work for. Some famous
large-scale developers are Riot Games (League of
Legends), Epic Games (Fortnite) and ActivisionBlizzard (World of Warcraft).
Publishers
Publishers possess the intellectual property of
the video game, i.e., they are the ‘owners’. In other
words, game publishers are larger companies or
in some cases, the parent organization, that has
the resources to release the finished game for
the world to play. Each publisher has a different
approach to esports creation, development,
and implementation. Their main objective is
creating value and a brand around their games
in order to reach a specific (and continuously
growing) audience, resulting in a faithful and
active community. The publishers want to keep
close relationships with their players as there is
otherwise no audience for the competitions and
no basis for the games. Some notable video game
publishers of today are Electronic Arts (EA), Ubisoft,
Sega and Valve Corporation.
Tournament & league organizers
Tournament organizers are important key
nodes of the esports ecosystem. They not only
create a competition and related rules but also
organize the calendar, set up the schedule of the
teams and provide referees. The importance of
tournament organizers makes companies decide
to acquire them as part of their own internal
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working. Tournament organizers work for and
with publishers and fulfill the role of intermediary
towards the audience.
A league is a group of people, clubs, or countries
that have joined forces for a particular purpose, or
because they share a common interest (in esports).
Players (amateur and professional)
Amateur esports players are as evenly important
as professional players as they help enlarge the
esports industry in general. More and more
universities, such as UCAM University Spain and
many universities in the United States, offer
scholarships for professional esports players.
There are two types of gamers:
	
Casual gamers just play for the fun of
gaming. They play games mostly to pass the
time and are often not very invested in the
storyline. Most casual gamers play games
like Candy Crush or Farmville on mobile
devices. They enjoy watching game content
more than actually playing the games
themselves.
Hardcore gamers on the other hand are way
more engaged in the games they play. They
play to become better at the game, they
follow the storyline and the latest game
releases. On average hardcore gamers
spend 65 hours a week on esports activities.
That’s 1.5 times more than a full-time job.
Teams
Teams are key nodes in the esports industry.
They are responsible for providing a high-quality
infrastructure for players in order for them to
improve and for creating a community of spectators
(like in traditional sports) by providing news about
the team/individual players, about upcoming
events, etc. Often esports teams also have their
own academies to train professional players. The
approach and structure of the environment built

around the esports athletes is increasingly similar
to those of traditional elite sports teams.
Media
The esports media approach applied is very similar
to the one applied in traditional sports. However,
in esports, media that focuses on only one game in
particular is considered more reliable than when
several games are covered. In esports, social media
is the most used media channel. When a journalist
makes a coverage of a match, he/she needs to be
continuously up to date about the digital culture,
the technical terms and language of esports.
Sponsors
Sponsors are an essential part of esports, as the
largest part of esports revenue is generated by
sponsors. Telecommunication companies show the
highest interest in esports, as people always need
to be connected in order to enjoy esports in all its
aspects. There are two types of sponsors (see also
chapter 4).:
	
Endemic sponsors are companies that
produce any sort of esports products. This
includes all sorts of gaming gear such as
headphones, gaming PCs and keyboards, or
actual games.
Non-endemic sponsors do not produce
specific esports products. They don’t have a
direct link to the ecosystem. However, they
still benefit from esports marketing. Brands
that fall into this category create unrelated
products meant for the same audience.
Nevertheless, they are enlarging their
presence and importance in the industry,
e.g., KBC, Red Bull, BWM, and even DHL.
Casters (= commentators)
Casters are esports commentators. In other words,
they act as the face and link between the game and
the community. Some of them become even real
influencers and are sometimes better known than
the players themselves. A caster must possess a lot
of knowledge about the game and be an excellent

communicator at the same time in order to keep the
attention of the audience. We have two different
types of casters: the narrator and the analyst.
Influencers
Influencers are a sort of spokesperson for brands
towards the public and the clients. Developers have
noticed that it works better to pay an influencer to
play their creations, than just spent large amounts
of money on advertising and trailers. Influencers
are a key marketing tool in the esports and digital
content industry. They are necessary to reach large
audiences.
Audience
The esports audience is grouped in two types: the
hardcore and the casual viewer. People part of the
hardcore want a lot of specialized content and
are very demanding. The casual viewers cover the
majority of the esports audience and look more for
entertainment. An interesting phenomenon is that
the esports audience prefers to follow the individual
journalist as information source (through for
example his/her own social media channel), as the
credibility of large media organizations decreased
during recent years. The esports audience – as
opposed to traditional sports audience – is mainly
kept informed by social networking sites. Finally,
some of the characteristics of the esports audience
in 2021 are: male, young, upper middle class, and
spends about five hours on average on social media
and other digital platforms.
Federations
Most esports federations aim at managing,
encouraging, organizing, and controlling the
development and practice of esports in their
operating region. Establishing relationships,
monitoring compliance, promoting esports,
organizing competitions, supporting and providing
cooperation, providing information and giving
advice are some of the practical actions taken to
achieve the objective.
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Academic institutions
Esports have already been implemented in
programs of high schools and universities. The
academic institutions are acting on two fronts.
On the one hand, you have the institutions that
develop players and teams. They focus on the game
aspect. More and more universities such as UCAM
University Spain offer scholarships for professional
esports players. On the other hand, there is the
business aspect. These are the universities and
colleges that focus on the management of esports,
the whole ecosystem around the players and teams.

Esports clubs / organizations
An esports club is a group of people formed for the
purpose of playing esports. The club or organization
is a person or governmental entity that sponsors,
organizes, schedules, or conducts a competitive
game in which one or more (professional) gamers
participate.
Companies
A company is a commercial business, a legal entity
formed by a group of individuals to engage in and
operate a business enterprise. The companies
active in esports operate in different markets:
hardware, software, clothing, food & drinks,
marketing, (news) media …

3.2 Stakeholders in Belgium
Developers
Below you can find a list of most Belgian companies/studios that are developing games:

Name of the studio

Some of their games

Abrakam

Faeria

Apocalypse Hunters

World Scavenger, Spiders AR, Pew Pew

Appeal Studios

Outcast, Fort Boyard

ARTEAM Interactive

Enigm4, Tractebel Wishes, Blue Planet

Bazookas

Bruges beer experience, gemeente Boom, Plopsaland

Bunnycopter

Broken bots

Catlab Interactive

QuizWitz, Dolumar

Cybernetic Walrus

Rise of Humanity, Antigraviator

Cyborn

Hubris VR

Fishing Cactus

Nanotale, Shift Quantum, Epistory, Ary, Algobot

Flip It Games

Rolling Hamster

Frosty Froggs

Jungle Dash, Bird Run, C.H.A.S.E.D., Eo and the Atakapu

Glowfish Interactive

Trifox, Space Pirate Trainer, Spectra 8-Bit Racing

God As A Cucumber

Liquid Sunshine, Fear Lucy, BitBreaker, Quatros Origins

Guillaume Bouckaert

sU

Happy Volcano

You Suck At Parking, The Almost Gone, Pixel Picasso, Lava Fever

Hellion Cat

Cat’astrophes Invasion, Kinoko Forest

Hyperion Entertainment

Heretic II, Gorky 17, Quake II, SiN, Freespace: The Great War
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I-Illusions

Element4l, Shredders

Larian Studios

Dragon Commander, Divine Divinity, Beyond Divinity, Baldur’s Gate 3,
Divinity: original Sin II

likeCharlie

Ghost on the Shore, Marie’s Room

LuGus Studios

Liftoff Drone Racing, Battle for Donetsk, Pinball Planet, Super Gerrit,
Runes of Brennos

Mantis Games

Journey for Elysium, Astro Harvest, Deck of Haunts

Maratus

Arisen

MoonMonster Studios

Chrono, Lucky Mine, Project Inverted

Neopica

Hunting Simulator (2), FIA European Truck Racing Championship, I love
my dogs, Baby Annabell

Not A Company

Hoverloop

Pajam Llama Games

Flotsam

Quantum Game Studios

Idle Wires, The Human Era, Afterlife

Rogueside

Hidden through time, War Party,

Guns, Gore and Cannoli (2)

Note: this list may not be
exhaustive.
Last update: 26 April 2021

Rusty Bolt

Revolve

Sakari Games

Foreign Legion: Buckets of blood, Cargo Breach, Trailer Trashers, Ice
Skating Simulator

Salty Lemon Entertainment

EXR, Divine Commander (cancelled)

TerraNovita Software

Prins Linus, Super Sofie, Catch the Cake, BouncerVR

Triangle Factory

De Mol, De Slimste Mens ter Wereld, Trivia Switch, Nanoclash, MyClub,
Poppets, Crash Town, Neopal

Vetasoft Studio

Fleurus, Lucky Luke, Garfield, Gaston

Vigo Universal

Smart Aquaponics, Chimay Castle, Panda Shifu, CLAP!

Publishers
In Belgium, there are two companies that publish
games. First, we have Cronos Interactive NV
located in Kortrijk (West-Flanders). Second, we
have Bigben Interactive Belgium SA with an
important establishment in Waterloo (Walloon
Brabant), but with the head office located in France.
Tournament & league organizers
In this category of stakeholders, we can distinguish
three types: 1) competition and event organizers,
2) gaming centers where tournaments or leagues
are held, 3) companies active in LAN (local area
network).

COMPETITION AND EVENT ORGANIZERS
Netgen esports
E-contest
European Gaming Organization (EGO)
	GameForce
	Imperium esports
Team META
	Hypest Team
Kayzr
	Strivecloud
	Yes We Lan
	eSporza
Proximus ePro League
GAMING CENTERS
KRC Genk Esports Arena
Outplayed
Outpost
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LAN
666-LAN
FOM
SugarLAN
Players (amateur and professional)
In Belgium, we have more than 4.2 million gamers.
Most gamers play on an amateur level. Nevertheless,
Belgian delegates some very strong professionals.
Below you can find seven well-known Belgian
professionals:
Stefano Pinna
ScreaM
Ex6TenZ
Bwipo
Suezhoo
Teeqzy
Noward
Teams
Among the teams, we distinguish three types: 1)
esports companies that operate as esports (gaming)
organizations, 2) professional gamers who act as a
team, 3) esports clubs / organizations (originating
from the classic football world).
ESPORTS COMPANIES
Bastard esports
Simply Esport
Smash esports
Timeout esports
TEAMS
4Elements
Canity esport
Epsilon Esports
Icewolves
ION Squad
LowLandLions
Sector One
Team 7AM
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ESPORTS CLUBS / ORGANIZATIONS
	Belgian eDevils (national gaming team
of the RBFA)
Belgium football clubs
RSC Anderlecht
KV Kortrijk
Club Brugge KV
Royal Antwerp FC
KAA Gent
KV Mechelen
KRC Genk
SV Zulte-Waregem
Sporting Charleroi
Sint-Truidense VV
Royale Standard de Liège
Royal Excel Mouscron
Media
Below we present some of the media players in the
esports industry in Belgium:
Esports Prime – esports news
Esportsbelgie.be – esports news
AES ULB – community & fan engagement
Esports Engaged – content & marketing
Gamevibes – content & marketing
Sponsors
Some brands that already sponsor the Belgian esports
are non-endemic brands like KBC, Lensonline,
Proximus and RTBF. Also, endemic brands such
as Qallo sponsor the Belgian esports (see further
chapter 4).
Casters (= commentators)
Belgium has already numerous internationally
known esports personalities like Eefje Depoortere
(alias Sjokz), one of the most famous commentators
in the world of the “League of Legends” game.
Influencers
In the world of esports, influencers gain more and
more attention. Two well-known influencers in the
gaming world in Belgium are Abulic and William
Boeva (comedian). According to inBeat (a search
engine to find Micro-Nano influencers in seconds),

the top 10 gaming Instagram influencers in Belgium
in 2020 are:
@twitchlia
@clickfornif
@acrozzz
@shadowzone187
@bramtendo
@gyb.elle
@total24hoursofspa
@mioou_ytb
@tomvdink
@davidscorzoofficial
Audience
The worldwide esports audience grew by 12% from
395 million in 2018 to 443 million across all channels
in 2019, considering both regular (198 million) and
occasional viewers (245 million). According to the
‘Deloitte Consumer Survey 2020’, 46% of the Belgian
population is familiar with the term ‘esports’. 30%
of Belgium has watched esports at least once on any
occasion.
Federations
As mentioned earlier in this survey, Belgium has
three official federations: BESF, VESF and WalBru
Esport.

Note: this list may not be
exhaustive.
Last update: 26 April 2021

The Flemish Gaming Association (FLEGA) and The
Wallonia Gaming Association (WALGA) are also two
associations that play a role in the esports sector in
Belgium. They both promote the interests of their
members, support the Flemish and Walloon gaming
sector, and group all individuals and companies
active in or connected to the gaming sector.
Academic institutions
In Belgium there are three academic institutions
offering courses in either management and
business of esports or game education.
ESPORTS MANAGEMENT/BUSINESS
University of Brussels (VUB) – Expert Class in
Esports Management
University PXL Hasselt – Postgraduate Esports
Business Architect
GAME-EDUCATION
Howest University Kortrijk – Digital Arts &
Entertainment
Royal Belgian Football Association (RBFA) –
Esports Academy
Companies
We already mentioned some companies in the
above categories. We did not include them again
in the table below, i.e., table contains only other
companies.

Name of the company

Their industry

Adshot

Advertising, Influencer marketing, Middleware/Tools

Influo

Advertising, Influencer marketing, Middleware/Tools

Betcenter

Bookmaker

Golden Palace

Bookmaker

Statrics

Data analytics

EVS

Live media/broadcast production technology provider

Game Mania

Hardware provider

DAE Studios

Incubator/Accelerator

Merchandise.game

Merchandise

Merchandise Essentials

Merchandise

Manatee.gg

Merchandise

Demute

Middleware/Tools

Apptweak

Middleware/Tools

Fire Falcom

Middleware/Tools, Subcontracting

3D AIM Trainer

Training & coaching

Activit-E

Training & coaching
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4. Sponsorship of esports
4.1 Global trends
Sponsors are an essential part of esports, as the
largest part of esports revenue is generated by
sponsors. Telecommunication companies show the
highest interest in esports, as people always need
to be connected in order to enjoy esports in all its
aspects.

A Reuters report indicates that global esports
revenue will top 1 billion dollar this year and the
numbers will keep on increasing as more brands
invest into esports leagues via sponsorships. Now
with streaming services like Twitch and YouTube,
esports teams and influencers are finding it easier
to create a large pool of followers. As a result,
the global demand for gaming sponsorships is
increasing at a phenomenal rate.

4.2 Two types of sponsors
	
Endemic brands/sponsors are companies that
produce products directly related to the esports
industry.

	
Non-endemic brands/sponsors do not produce
specific esports products. As the esports
audience is a specific niche and not easy to
reach, companies try to get in contact with
them through sponsorships, enlarging their
presence and importance in the industry.

4.3 Three types of sponsorships
	
The Affiliate Code Sponsorship is the most
common type of gaming sponsorships; a
three-way relationship between the brand, the
team/influencer, and the consumer. In order to
promote their brand, a company provides teams
or influencers with a discount code that they, in
turn, can give to their followers. In the end, the
team or influencer receives a commission, the
brand gains sales, and the consumer receives a
discount.
	
The Hybrid (Code) Sponsorship is the same type
of Affiliate Code, but it has a few additional
perks. It also provides an internal account, only
to be used by the team or influencer for large
discounts on the products.
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The Pure Sponsorships are the most interesting
deals for the teams and influencers as they
receive monthly benefits from the brand
in exchange for promoting the products.
Other perks include being part of the native
advertising campaigns, receiving lump-sum
payments and having access to free products.

4.4 Why sponsor?
Esports is about to become one of the biggest,
most popular sports in the world. Sponsorship is
the main revenue stream of the esports industry
and is the second-fastest-growing factor alongside
media rights. As esports get more popular, this
opens up new marketing opportunities for brands.
For example, thanks to the high-quality technology
and digitalization being the fundaments of esports,
companies can reach a young target group, create
a young modern image, and make use of more
personalized advertisements.

However, there are some advertising challenges to
this new industry and the audience that is targeted
as well. Generation Z & Y are confronted with
individual user-generated content on social media
platforms, aimed to trigger the attention. However,
sometimes this format of advertising is not even
optimal anymore as the younger generations make
use of, for example, adblockers. Companies should
continuously work on creating and developing new
ideas and ways of approaching these generations.

4.5 Sponsorships in Belgium
Some brands that already sponsor the Belgian
esports are non-endemic brands like KBC,
Lensonline, Proximus and RTBF. Also, endemic
brands such as Qallo sponsor the Belgian esports.
The partners of the Proximus ePro League
are obviously Proximus, Audi, EA Sports and
PlayStation.

The sponsors of the Belgian esports sector in 2021
represent 4 major markets:
	
companies related to video games or the overall
computer and high-tech industries
	
telecommunication companies
	
banking and insurance companies
	
(fast-)food & beverages companies
Below you can find a non-exhaustive list of brands
in Belgian esports:
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CASE ORANGE BELGIUM
Orange Belgium believes in the future of esports,
competitive gaming and is convinced that esports
has huge potential in Belgium. Therefore, the
company decided to renew its sponsorship contract
with the Sector One team. This team is specialized
in the games League of Legends, Counter Strike:
Global Offensive and Hearthstone. Sector One has
become one of the best teams in the Benelux and a
formidable opponent on the European stage.
Orange Belgium is also once again supporting the
GameForce Masters, the most important esports
event in Belgium, where gamers can compete for a
prize pool of 30,000 euros. The competition attracts
thousands of esports enthusiasts and features
the best teams from our region. More than 15,000

© Orange
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visitors are expected at the GameForce Convention
2019. This is the second year in a row that Orange
Belgium has invested in esports, convinced of the
market’s potential and the innovation that this
discipline brings to the IT and telecom sectors.
Moreover, Orange Belgium recently launched
its own gaming platform, Arena, where players
can fight their way to the top through numerous
tournaments. They can compete with other gaming
enthusiasts and compete for great prizes (Orange,
2019).

5. Analysis of Club members
5.1 Members active in esports activities
Below we present a list of the Sports & Entertainment Technology Club members that are already active in
esports in 2021, some more than others.

Name of the company
Animation
Barco

Esports activities
 nline cycling events
O
Simulators (golf, football, flight)
 pening ceremony of the 2020 Honor of Kings World Champion
O
Cup in Beijing
	Esports center in the Harrisburg University of Science and Technology (USA)

Content Stadium

T emplate-based content creation tool for esports teams / tournaments / events
Real-time branded social content creation for esports teams / tournaments / events

Cosmogroup

Offering a variety of recipes dedicated to esports

Crestron

Esports facility in St. John’s University with DigitalMedia NVX

Dreamwall

Major Counter Strike tournament (Charleroi 2019)

ESSMA

	Supporting their members in the development of esports in their
club / stadium

EVS

 artner at (International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) 2018 & 2019
P
– esports production workflows
EVS technologies for the live production of the IEM (Intel Extreme
Masters) by ESL
EVS solutions underpin BLAST’s new mobile esports production
flypack

Inspire Sports

LowLandLions, their first esports team

Kiswe

 ffering a variety of live video solutions for esports and gaming
O
events
Cooperation with FA and Digital Sports Management on “Play x
Unite 2020” FIFA 20 esports tournament

Mediapro EU

L iga de Videojuegos Profesional (LVP) – one of the largest operators
of video game competitions in the world and the largest Spanish-language esports organization
Spanish-speaking OTT streaming service dedicated to esports
Export of its esports model to Portugal

NEP
Painting with Light

	Supporting over 100 esports title matches, championships, and
major events around the globe
 pening ceremony of the first Qatar esports WEGA Global Games
O
Design of the set-up of the esports booth of Panasonic at the ISE
2020
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Panega Sports

 elping esports organizations worldwide to optimize the perforH
mance of their players by providing a holistic platform

Perform2Achieve

Improve your skills with artificial intelligence

Production Resource Group

S upporting esports events or tours with LED screens, lighting, video,
set building & decoration …

SoccerLAB

 ffering synergy between your esports and regular sports departO
ment on data management

TowerEye

F IFA e-games: providing network and connection to the servers
within Europe

5.2 Potential in esports for existing members
An analysis of the present activities of the members
of the Sports & Entertainment Technology Club
that are not currently active in the esports sector
has been conducted in order to show some
opportunities in the esports industry.

Name of the company

Note: For the members that are not listed it is more
difficult to find a direct opportunity in the esports
industry. Nevertheless, they can always choose to act as
a sponsor or partner of an event, tournament.

Potential esports activities

Arendsoog

Making videos of esports teams or esports tournaments /
events

Besix

Building esports infrastructure (stadium, training center ...)

Bics

 aximize the value of mobile data with our intelligent data
M
services
	Fraud prevention

Brightboard

	LED technology and digital communication for esports

City Mountainbike

	Launch of virtual mountain bike races

Dirty Monitor

 ffering different services to the esports scene: video mapO
ping, AR, VR, live visuals, holographic projection …

Golazo

Organizing and supporting esports events in all aspects

Goodless

Providing reusable cups & services at esports events

Gracias

Providing VIP experience at esports events

HD Ledshine

Providing LED screens for esports tournaments / events

INA TV SPRL

Broadcasting of esports tournaments / events

iXpole

Providing VIP’s best possible customer journey, before, during
and after the esports events

Laser System Europe

 dd development and production of multi-media shows at
A
esports events

Luminex

Providing network solutions for audio, video, and lighting
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Mobile locker

Providing (non) automated lockers at esports events

RTLOC

Local positioning technology / security on esports events

ShowTex

Inventing, manufacturing, and installing flame retardant
fabrics, tracks and motion control systems for achieving the
creative vison of esports event and entertainment professionals

Signify

 roviding lighting (and Internet of Things) at esports events /
P
tournaments

Stadsbader

Building esports infrastructure (stadium, training center ...)

Stageco

Custom built esports events / tour structures

StarNet

E vent solutions such as badges / tickets / accreditations,
cashless payment, mobile access control …

The Media House

Organizing esports events / exhibitions + the communication

Total Event Support

Total esports event support: sound, light, video, furniture,
decoration, signage, printing ...

Ubiqus

T ranslation of the websites of esports teams / events
Audiovisual translation: subtitling, voice-over, transcription of
esports events

Veldeman

 roviding aluminum and steel framed fabric structures at
P
esports events

Vergokan

Cable support systems at esports tournaments / events / training centers

Wiz Team

 roviding a variety of esports events management tools such
P
as consulting, data management, on site operations, software
as a service (SAAS) solution …

WNM

Esports event management + audiovisual solutions
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5.3 Potential new members – esports cluster
In order to create an esports cluster, apart from
the existing members, there is a need to attract
new companies of which the main focus is related
to the esports industry. Below we present a list of
14 Belgian companies active in the esports sector,
ranging from publishers to companies active
in the advertising sector, and from organizing
competitions to offering food supplements.
In the near future, a cluster around esports will be
established within the Sports & Entertainment
Technology Club. Steven Leunens of TEAM Meta
will be the representative of this esports cluster in
the Steering Committee.
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Team META
	
Statrics
	
Qallo
	
3D AIM Trainer
	
Netgen esports
	
Esports Engaged
	
Adshot
	
Influo
	
Cronos Interactive
	
Fishing Cactus
	
Imperium esports
	
Gamevibes
	
Kayzr
	
Strivecloud

6. Future trends in esports
As mentioned in the previous chapters, esports is
a relatively young and quickly evolving landscape.
The global esports industry is expected to continue
to grow over the next five years. Analyst Newzoo
estimates that esports revenues will reach around
1.6 billion dollars by 2023, maintaining a 15%
annual growth rate. Furthermore, future growth

will be driven and dominated by sponsorship
revenues, Newzoo forecasts.
In the esports landscape of today we were able to
distinguish three trends that will play a role in the
future, based on our own judgements:

6.1 Education and work
Many schools and universities, not only in the
USA, are already offering programs, degrees, and
scholarships related to the business of esports,
as well as the design and development of video
games. In the future this range of offered programs
will only expand as other jobs and functions such
as casters, event organizers, game development,
marketing, etc. will gain importance.

Furthermore, the area of IT will become highly
demanded as new manners of cheating are
continuously created and thus new ways of
preventing need to be developed. In addition,
schools already started offer studies related
to competitive gaming. Many newly defined
opportunities will certainly arise in the future
(Nalli, 2019).

6.2 5G is set to rock the mobile gaming world
In the past, the average mobile gamer was
dependent on a stable Wi-Fi network to be
connected to the internet and to enjoy online
gaming on whatever mobile device they were using
– be it tablet or phone.
With the emergence of 5G, it’s going to be a lot
easier for a gamer to jump into any sort of mobile
game and practice their skills wherever they might
be. That level of accessibility is not only going to
attract more gamers to the platform, but it also
could potentially attract a larger developer base for
mobile games in general, resulting in larger overall
profits.

Furthermore, mobile gaming and its devices could
play a large role in a technology that is not yet
introduced into the esports landscape: Virtual
Reality. At this moment, Virtual Reality is yet
entirely underutilized in the world of esports –
and that goes for both spectating and the games
themselves. However, it is strongly believed that
in five, ten or twenty years VR will be a lot more
present in video games, resulting into a thriving
esports scene – just as it did for traditional games
(Tomlinson, 2021).
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6.3 The future of the games themselves
Popularity for games comes and goes. It is very
plausible that in a few years Fortnite could be a
dead game while another enjoys the same level of
fame. In traditional sports, athletes train very hard
for their sport hoping for a long career within that
field. It seems that many esports players are trying
to follow this career path as well, going from pro
player to coach – but if the game no longer exists to
play, then what good is coaching it? In this situation,
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the player is left out in the cold once the game stops
being profitable. What would be needed in the
world of esports to overcome this is an overarching
body or governing philosophy being developed,
so that players can take their already established
skills and tactics and apply them to other games.
However, because of the complex nature of the
esports industry, this can only be achieved in the
long run (Tomlinson, 2021).
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manufacturing, climate, the environment and energy. Their aim is to connect all those who are inspired by
technology and innovation, to boost the success of companies and to shape a sustainable future.
Follow Agoria at www.agoria.be.
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